
Trinity Topsfield Search Committee 

Meeting Minutes 

Jan 4,2021 7 PM Via Zoom 

Present: Cyndi Bernhard-Sanger, John Wilson, Ben Bollinger, Jan Gaboriault, Carol 

Westhaver, Denise Aldridge, Mike McKay, Mark Young, Joan Campbell  

Next meeting: Jan. 18,2021 

1. Opening Prayer- Ben 

2. Review of minutes - Dec. 15, 2021 

Ben made motion to approve, Denise 2nd, all approve. Minutes will be submitted to website. 

3. John and Carol met with Jane- 

Jane explained the steps of the process after we come up with the profile. The profile goes to 

her, then Martha then to the Bishop before it comes back to us. The Diocese will send profile 

throughout the state and national levels to generate interest. Jane complimented us on how far 

we’ve come as a committee, the website etc. When someone applies for the position, there is a 

liaison at the Diocese for questions etc., they will have to go through a seminar before being 

assigned a liaison. Jane will join us for a meeting sometime in February. 

4. Joan met with Preschool director-  

Joan met with Kelly Martignetti to discuss what they would want in our future rector as they 

play a role as well. They had a great relationship with Jo and looking to have a similar 

relationship with the new rector. They are looking to expand the Preschool to include a 2-year-

old classroom in the future and a positive relationship is critical to help make that happen.  

5. Survey discussion- Ben 

Ben broke down results into 7 separate groupings. There is a lot of info there and the raw 

results are not easy to read. Up to SC to decide how to go forward w the digestion of the 

information.  

6. Review of Church Profiles  

Each SC member was given a profile of another Episcopalian church who is also look ing for a 

rector to review and share the pros/cons/ likes/dislikes as a frame of reference to come up with 

ours for Trinity. Each member talked for a few minutes and it was decided that each SC member 

would type out and share their findings/ opinions and share them with the group electronically. 

Profiles varied from 6 pages to 22 pages, some had table of contents, some shared a lot of 

historical information, a few didn’t specify full or part time rector.  
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Ben asked if we had anyone in the parish who works in marketing or advertising that may be 

able to help with our layout and information. Denise asked if we had a plan to do paper or 

electronic as that could make a difference in the layout. John indicated both.   

7. Discussion of our profile 

Ben shared a quote – “here I wrote you 3 pages, if I had more time, I would have written 1”. 

Discussed how to boil down our profile, a college brochure with a table of contents? There are 7 

profile areas, how do we come up w major buckets? How do we boil down the demographic? 

John questioned what are our settings? Who we are, our ministry, our future? The SC had 

lengthy discussion regarding how to proceed. Parts of the profile that do not require the 

digestion of the surveys are the preschool, finances/stewardship, facilities/grounds, the tritown 

community as a whole (useful links), history, staff/leadership, ministries. Most info is available 

on the Trinity website and can also be gathered electronically. Discussion was had regarding 

how to divide the tasks up, how to move forward.  

Ben suggested 2 people take 6 of the 7 responses and create a summary document to then 

share with the SC. Then it was discussed dividing it further so that 3 people will each take 2 

areas and one person will then take on the rector qualities section. After discussion it was 

divided as follows- 

Financial/ Stewarship- Denise 

Preschool- Cyndi 

Facilities/ Grounds- Mark 

Community as a whole- Cyndi 

History- Carol 

Demographics and Staff- Carol 

Ministries- Joan 

 

The survey breakdown will be- 

Ben -worship, outreach, and service 

John- Who we are, Trinity during Covid. 

      Mike- Christian Ed, pastoral care 

      Jan- rector qualities.  
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The summaries are to be completed by Feb 1 meeting with an update to be shared at Jan 18 

meeting. Cyndi and Mark volunteered to edit the summaries after submission to help minimize the 

content for maximum effect and pertinent information. Ben will help with layout of the profile. 

 

Next meetings set up Jan 18, 2021 - Feb 1, 2021 - Feb 15, 2021 

Closing Prayer by Ben 8:55 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


